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New Galaxy Trek GTU UHF Portable Wireless Mic System: More Range, Options and Freedom 

WICHITA, Kan. – Galaxy Audio expands its popular Galaxy Trek line with the new Galaxy Trek GTU 
UHF Wireless Mic System. This latest offering from Galaxy Audio delivers powerful yet user-friendly 
portable miking options for live vocal, presenter, event, and instruction applications. 

More Range & Multiple UHF Frequency Portable Wireless Mic Options 

The Galaxy Trek GTU features 160-foot range and UHF frequency wireless transmitter options with 
choice of handheld, headset, or lavalier mics. Users can mix and match their system. The compact 
dual mic receiver enables use of any two of the microphone transmitter options simultaneously. 

Creates a Versatile Wireless PA System in Seconds 

Users can create a versatile wireless PA system by combining the Galaxy Trek GTU with a powered 
loudspeaker. This is an easy and ideal solution for classroom instruction, religious ceremonies, sports 
coaches, corporate and trade show presenters, fitness instructors, auctioneers, weddings and more. 
In addition to speakers, the Galaxy Trek GTU receiver can be plugged into the ¼" input of mixers, 
cameras and more for instant wireless connectivity. The system includes a ¼" to ⅛" adapter for smart 
devices. 

The Galaxy Trek GTU incorporates Auto Match Pairing to connect transmitters to an open channel. 
Users simply turn on the receiver and one or both transmitters to seamlessly sync. 

 

STREET PRICE - $129.99 to $209.97  
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Galaxy Audio - Superior Sound Since 1977 
Pro audio equipment manufacturer and supplier Galaxy Audio provides quality, reliable, affordable professional audio 
products designed to fill industry gaps and deliver straightforward solutions. Galaxy Audio provides exceptional service 
and support before, during and long after the sale. Every product and service is driven by customer need for audio 
solutions in the musical instrument, systems integration and consumer electronics industries. Time and again, Galaxy 
Audio is the audio equipment manufacturer top musicians, audio professionals, installers and entertainers choose. 
For more information, visit www.galaxyaudio.com. 
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